Announcing APA California Chapter Members Successfully Achieving AICP Status!

Congratulations to the following 42 APA California Members who have achieved AICP Status after the November 2019 Exam!

Central Section:
   - Daniel Brennick

Inland Empire Section:
   - Chantal Power
   - Michelle St. Thomas

Los Angeles Section:
   - Manraj Bhatia
   - Anders Bjerregaard-Anderson
   - Aaron Galinis
   - Michael Klein
   - Weining Liang
   - Lauren Marsiglia
   - Taylor Miller
   - Alexander Moore
   - Tara Worden

Northern Section:
   - Autumn Bernstein
   - Daniel Berumen
   - Julian Bobilev
   - Celina Chan
   - Kate Christopherson
   - Tony Dang
   - Charles Felder
   - Christina Ferracane
   - Alicia Giudice
   - Danae Hall
   - Michael Hettenhausen
   - Michael Hibma
   - Jia Liu
   - Brian Oh
   - Korey Richardson
   - Rachelle Sarmiento
   - Jasmine Stitt
   - Erin Vaca

Orange Section:
   - Jessica Bui
   - Pedro Gomez
   - Joanne Hwang
   - Mengting Liu
   - Michael Sahimi
Sacramento Valley Section:

Laura Dabe
Kat Hughes

San Diego Section:

Ann Dolmage
Casey Schooner
Katherine Stevenson
Joe Whitaker
Katelyn Witherspoon